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SUBJECT: REPLY TO A NOTICE OF VIOLATION
REFERENCE: REPORT NO: 70-1151/2009-004

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (WEC) herein
provides formal response to your letter of May 28, 2009, regarding your inspection of the Columbia
Fuel Fabrication Facility conducted onsite April 27 - May 8, 2009 and subsequent telephone discussions
identified in the inspection report.

Appendix A provides the reply to the violation of NRC requirements specified in the Notice of
Violation.

I hereby affirm that, the statements made in this response are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and.,belief. Should you ;have any questions or require additional information, please
telephone Marc A. Rosser of my Staff at (803) 647-3174.

Columbia Fuel Fabrication Facility

Attachment: Appendix A

cc: U. S. Nuclear.Regulatory5 Commissiion
Regional Administrator, Region II
Atlanta-Federal Center
61 Forsyth Street, SW, Suite 23T85
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APPENDIX A

WESTINGHOUSE RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION

A.1 In the May 23, 2009, Inspection Report (70-1151/2009-004) and Notice of
Violation, NRC stated that during a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
inspection, a violation of NRC requirements was identified. NRC described the
violation as listed below and provided two examples in support of the alleged
violation.

10 CFR 70.72 requires, in part, that each licensee shall establish a safety program that
demonstrates compliance with the performance requirements of 10 CFR 70.61. One of the
elements of the safety program is management measures.

10 CFR 70.62(d) requires, in part, that each licensee shall establish management measures to
ensure compliance with the performance requirements. These measures shall ensure that
administrative items relied on for safety (IROFS) are designed, implemented, and maintained
as necessary, to ensure they are available and reliable to perform their function when needed.

Contrary to the above, prior to May 8, 2009, the licensee failed to establish management
measures that ensured IROFS were implemented and maintained, to ensure they were
available and reliable to perform their intended function when needed, as described in the
following examples:

1. IROFS "STORAGE-URRS-111", as defined in the Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA),
states, in part that, Operator inspects 55 gallon drums for visible moisture.

The licensee failed to ensure IROFS "STORAGE-URRS-111" was implemented and
maintained, in that the licensee had not established a posting or procedure that required
operators to inspect 55-gallon drums for moisture in the low-level radioactive waste
storage area.

2. IROFS "STORAGE-URRS-110" is defined in the ISA as spacing requirements for 55-
gallon drums having a known amount of uranium-235 (U-235). Procedure COP-831001,
"handling, Processing & Disposing LLRS", requires drums of material to be stored with
minimum 12"spacing until a gram U-235 value is obtained and recorded on the label.

The licensee failed to ensure IROFS "STORAGE-URRS-110" was implemented and
maintained, in that twelve 55-gallon drums containing low level radioactive waste were
stored without the minimum 12" spacing, when the mass U-235 had not been determined
for each drum.

This was identified as a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement VI).

A.l.a ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE VIOLATION

WEC acknowledges the violation as identified in Inspection Report and Notice of Violation,
Report Number: 70-1151/2008-203.
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A.l.b REASON FOR THE VIOLATION

The reason for the violation is that the implementation of the controls was less than
adequate, although the first example as stated is not correct as the IROFS was identified
in a procedure, RA-108-8. The control itself was less than adequate (albeit conservative)
as it was never intended to apply to containers with the materials of the type found in the
drums identified by the inspector. Rather it was intended for known uranium bearing dry
trash. Drums of concrete and empty drums with potential contamination do not present a
criticality safety concern.

As identified during the investigation into the concern, the drums were erroneously
staged in the area in order to get them out of the weather (i.e., under a roof). The 5.81 x
10-6 uCi/l uranium in the one drum containing liquid was equivalent to approximately
0.45 grams uranium. The remaining drums in question contained concrete rubble with
trace amounts of liquid at concentrations in the 4.6 x 10-7 uCi/1 uranium range. The
posting violation occurred due to an inability to demonstrate that the drums in question
had indeed been sampled and acceptable for storage without spacing. While they were
later confirmed acceptable for storage, WEC was not able to readily retrieve this data and
demonstrate compliance with that provision.

A.I.c CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

The drums were initially separated in accordance with the posting requirements by
Operations personnel in order to ensure compliance with the spacing requirements identified
for uranium bearing drums. This action was taken until it could be demonstrated that the
drums did indeed contain the low level of SNM believed to be present (i.e., surface
contamination). The management measures discussed in actions to prevent recurrence are in
place and upgrades were already scheduled within LLRW operations per License Condition
S-3 to address that portion of the violation. The drum storage issue was entered into the
corrective action program to ensure management visibility and appropriate tracking and
trending.

A.l.d ACTIONS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE

Management measures, including those necessary for implementation of new or revised
Nuclear Criticality Safety Evaluations, are now a formal, documented process conducted in
accordance with Procedure RA-314, Implementation of Criticality Safety Evaluations
(CSEs). This procedure is designed to provide guidance for the implementation of CSEs that
satisfies the requirements of license SNM-1 107. No such procedure was in place when the
above mentioned IROFS were first established (circa pre-2000). This procedure was
established as part of the Nuclear Criticality Safety Improvement Project required by SNM
License Safety Condition S-3. That project risk ranked the existing criticality safety analysis
and scheduled the development of new updated analysis. The LLRW system was a lower
risk ranked analysis upgrade, as was shared with the inspector during the inspection and the
new analysis had not yet been implemented in the LLRW process. With the completion of
the NCSIP in June 2009, the full breath of upgraded management measures, including a
formal implementation process, will be in place for facility operations.

A.l.e DATE WHEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACHIEVED

Compliance for the drums noted above was achieved May 6, 2009. Compliance with the
management measure implementation actions will be achieved on June 30, 2009 with the
completion of the NCSIP. After completion of the NCSIP the two subject IROFS are no
longer necessary with the implementation of the revised CSE.


